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Tw in D ra go n’s N ew G l o b a l a n d E c o M i s s i o n to be
s et a t K ingp ins Am s te r da m , Apr i l 10 - 1 1 , 2 019
Lo s A n geles, CA ( M arc h 1 , 2 019) - Beginning in 2019, Tw in Drago n will have
m i l ls th a t p rod uce d en im, PFGD and color t w ills in C hina, Viet nam, Taiwan ,
M exico, an d Nica ragua - - creat ing a lucrat ive global pr es ence.
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Wi t h ma ny trad e d eals u nder negot iat ion s uc h as US MCA , CAFTA an d TP P, TD
wan ts to be th e m ost accommodat ing to t heir cus tomer s , of fer ing the o p po rtun ity to p rodu ce th e b e s t garment s at t he bes t pr ice w it h t he s ho r te s t le ad
ti m e.
“ Tw in Dra gon is P RODU CING GLOBALLY and S HIPPING LOCALLY! W ith a ll o ur
str ategic glob al locations , mos t of our Nor t h American cus to
tomer
mer s c an
d e sign , d evelop a n d sa mple f rom our Los Angeles headquar ter s tthe
he n tran s fe r th eir full T / P an d p roduct ion to t he des ignated TD mill in t heir c o un tr y o f
p ro du ction . T h en on ce in our s y s tem, TD w ill record internally and if p ro duc ti o n loca tion c h an ges, we can eas ily t r ans fer t hat infor mat ion alo n g with
sup p or tin g wash development s to t heir laundr y of c hoice too.”
-Dominic Poon, C EO.
Sustain a bility an d environment al pres er vat ion have become t he in d us tr y ’s
n ew b ottom lin e. Twin Dragon has f ully inves ted in us ing liquid in d ig o , s us tai nab le cellu lose fib er s, r ecycled polyes ter and cot ton an d eco-fin is hin g in
th e ir den im m ills. M ost of t heir indigo denims ar e made w it h liq uid in dig o
wh i c h u ses 45% less water and out put s 50% les s tox ic c hemical s an d ha z ard ou s waste. T D plan s on conver t in g 100% of all t he v irgin po lye s te r in
th e ir poly/ cotton b len d product ion to r ecycled polyes ter by 2 020! I n add iti o n, with eco- fin ish ed goods , t he cus tomer can help reduce water
wate r a n d
c h e mical con sump tion in t he gar ment proces s w it h las er dr y proces s in g .
Twi n Dragon ’ s la test in novat ions for Fall 2020 include t heir new b e autiful
i nd igo color – U LT RA B LUE and No St res s ™ denim w hic h ut ilizes ssus
us tain ab le
p ractices relievin g stres s f rom t he env ironment an d prov ides t he fee
fe e lin g o f
“ aaah h h h ” with ju st th e right amoun t of s t ret c h, r ecover y, comfor t, s o f tn es s
an d sup erior sh ap e retent ion.

WWW.TWINDRAGONMARKETING.COM
@twindragondenim
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the Rivet 50.
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From bold prints and new brands, to all eyes on
Milan, discover the latest industry buzz.
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The Daily Chore takes Rivet to his favorite denim
boutiques in New York City.
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activity in the denim market.
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How jeans became a symbol of youth
empowerment in East Germany.
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WASTE NOT, WANT NOT
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take care of denim's waste problem.
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Mills spark creativity with innovative fabrics.
RUNWAY TRENDS F/W 19-20
14 denim trends you need to know for next season.

Cotton’s Blue Jeans Go Green™ program has been proven to do two things:
engage with consumers on sustainability and keep more textiles out of landfills.
By giving your customers an outlet to recycle their denim and help the earth, everyone wins.

WHAT GOES AROUND, COMES AROUND
Millennials' love for nostaglia runs deep.
COLOR FACTORY
Denim takes a spin on the color wheel in 2019.
BIG TIME
Denim pumps up the volume with baggy
silhouettes and exaggerated shapes.
DATABASE
The latest shifts in denim imports, cotton prices
and minimum wages.
ICON
Robin's Jeans founder Robin Chretien on building
a brand.

Join the over 50 brands and retailers that have partnered with our program since 2006.
Learn more at bluejeansgogreen.org/rivet
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Angela Velasquez Managing Editor, Rivet

There are days this year when I've found myself
clad in clothing reminiscent of my childhood.
I grew up in the ’80s and ’90s—decades that
embraced big hair, oversized jean jackets and bold
prints. Those trends never really left my wardrobe,
but they are certainly easier to come by these days.
Nostalgia is making a big impression on
fashion. You don’t have to follow the runway
closely to know that ’60s psychedelia, ’80s
maximalism and ’90s streetwear are influencing
styles. The trends are already being played out across social media
and in the windows of fast fashion retailers around the world.
In denim, the trends are resulting in big ideas—literally. Our
fashion story “Big Time” (pg. 70) showcases new voluminous
silhouettes and plays on proportions that are taking shape in both
the men’s and women’s categories. Printed denim is becoming
bolder with wild motifs (pg. 11), while jeans in untraditional colors
are sweeping across 2019 collections (pg. 67).
And the industry stands at the axis of big change as the
supply chain seeks sustainable alternatives to some of its most
wasteful habits. Biodegradable denim is one concept that appears
to be worth the investment for some but questionable for others.
In “Waste Not, Want Not,” (pg. 44) experts discuss whether the
industry should rely on Mother Nature to take care of its waste
problem. Meanwhile, the buzz around hemp builds. In “Hemp or
Hype,” (pg. 36) we examine what hemp blends and CBD textile
treatments could mean for denim in a consumer environment
intrigued with cannabis and cannabidiol products.
Mills could be the birthplace for these innovations, as well as the
next big fashion trend. In “Fabric First” (pg. 50), six global denim mills
share how they are improving fabrics to better suit the fashion and
performance trends they see coming for 2020.
The denim industry also has big opinions—something we
learned last year with the introduction of Rivet 50, an annual
index of the most influential people in the jeanswear business.
For the 2019 edition, the global denim industry is invited to
nominate individuals for the following categories: supply
chain, executives, retailers, designers and influencers. Make
your nominations at http://rivet50.com by May 9, 2019. Voting
on the finalists will begin on May 21, 2019. Happy voting!
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SUBMIT YOUR NOMINATIONS FOR RIVET 50 TODAY. GO TO:

www.rivet50.com
to nominate individuals in the following categories:

Influencers · Designers · Retailers · Executives · Supply Chain
NOMINATIONS MUST BE SUBMITTED THROUGH WWW.RIVET50.COM BY MAY 9, 2019.
IN COLLABORATION WITH

UP

l ____XABI’S MOTORCYCL E SK INN Y J E AN.
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P H OTOG R AP H Y: W I LL A N D E R S O N .

TO DYE FOR
With designers like Dior, MSGM and Stella
McCartney embracing haute hippie style Fall ’19,
it’s a safe bet that tie-dye effects will trickle into
retailers’ denim assortments. From the art of
traditional shibori, to psychedelic swirls, the trend
allows brands to revisit denim’s roots and create
modern interpretations of the bohemian print.
—Angela Velasquez
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TURNED UP

l____VOLC OM C RO P P ED JEA N JAC K ET M A DE W ITH CO N E D E N I M ’S S - G E N E FA B R I C.
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INTO THE WILD
Denim designers are tapping into their animal
instincts with cheetah, snake and zebra. While
prints inspired by the animal kingdom have
become modern neutrals in the women’s wear
category, the motifs bring a youthful and punk-ish
feeling to women’s skinny jeans, skirts and
cropped jackets this fall. —AV
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TURNED UP

l ____LE VI’ S PR EMIUM 10 0 PE RCE N T C OT TON PA NT.
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DISAPPEARING
ACT
Camouflage prints blend flawlessly into Fall
’19 denim assortments chock-full of earthy
colorways. The print lends itself well to ongoing
streetwear, Dadcore and outdoor-inspired
fashion themes and is complementary to other
emerging denim trends, like cargo pockets and
wider silhouettes. —AV
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TURNED UP

JACK & JONES
INTRODUCES BIG & TALL
16

JACK & JONES, A DIVISION of Denmarkbased Bestseller, is the latest denimcentric brand to embrace inclusive sizing.
Beginning with its Fall ’19 collection, the
young contemporary men’s brand will
offer big and tall sizing across most of its
line of tops, outerwear and jeans.
“We want to make sure that our
consumer, regardless of size, can get the
same on-trend styles and looks as any
other consumer in our target group,” said
Lambros E. Potagas, U.S. head of sales.
The new size range will include
1XL-6XL in tops, bottoms with waist
sizes 40-54 and inseams from 32-38.
The denim range offers super stretch
fabrications spun from a unique mix of
cotton, polyester and elastane, and a range

of indigo knit with the comfort and touch
of a favorite sweat pant.
Comfort and fit was factored into
each design. With this in mind, Potagas
said the company partnered with market
leaders in extended size fashion. Each
category has been examined in detail and
adjusted to achieve the desired fit.
“The real focus lies on a sharp look
and silhouette,” he said. “We want the
extended sizes to look good when they are
worn, so therefore we have applied our
extensive knowledge gained from years
of in-depth analysis of size and fit to our
plus size range. We’ve adapted the Jack
& Jones fits to the extended size segment
and graded them accordingly to current
size studies.”—Christopher Hall

ACE FOR LADIES

LEVI’S TAKES
CUSTOMIZATION
TO A NEW LEVEL

Ace Rivington, the independent brand inspired
by adventure and travel, is entering new territory
this fall. The Santa Barbara, Calif.-based brand
will bow its first line of women’s denim made
with sustainable fabrics from Candiani Denim.
Founder and president Beau Lawrence says
the casual aesthetic of the brand has always
appealed to both sexes. “Since day one, women
have worn our denim, and now we’re finally
ready to introduce silhouettes with a truly feminine style and attitude,” Lawrence said.
Styles include a high-rise skinny jean and a
mid-rise slim taper jean. Jeans are made with
Candiani’s organic cotton stretch fabrications
with a small percentage of Dual FX yarns for support and a high level of recovery. —CH

When Levi’s announced in 2018 that it would
replace manual finishing with F.L.X. technology,
the company’s digitized finishing solution to
streamline the process through eco-friendly
lasers, savvy denim heads knew that a new level
of customization was just around the corner.
Starting this fall, U.S. consumers will be
able to go to Levi.com and design their own pair of
jeans through the brand’s F.L.X. technology.
Consumers will be able to start with seven
of Levi’s most popular fits, including the 501.
From those seven fits, using a variety design
combinations, they’ll be able to design more
than a thousand combinations of their own
personalized jeans. Consumers can hand pick their
desired wash, the type of wear pattern, whether
or not they want deconstruction and if so, where
and what size. —Angela Velasquez
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SANCTUARY CLOTHING INKS
NEW LICENSING DEAL
work ethic, strategy and vision. Together we
have identified as kindred creative spirits and
will further innovate in this category as part of
this exciting alliance.”
The women’s collection will be set at
opening price points for premium denim, retailing for $79 to $159, and will continue in the
brand’s inclusive size offering of 00 to 24W. The
line will feature a wider range of styles, including
jeans, jackets, skirts, with additional styles to be
added starting in September.—Arthur Friedman

MARTA GOLDSCHMIED
SHINES ON

2

SANCTUARY CLOTHING FOUND a new
home with New York City-based licensee partner One Jeanswear Group. The new licensing
deal will expand and elevate the existing Sanctuary Denim collection beginning with the
Fall ’19 collection.
“This is a game-changer for Sanctuary,”
company CEO Ken Polanco said. “We really look
at this as a collaboration versus the old school
way of thinking toward a licensee partnership.
Our philosophies instantly aligned in terms of

#madewithsupima

CONTROLLED
CHAOS
DENIM STALWART AND Prps founder Donwan
Harrell proves with his new brand, Art Meets
Chaos, that designers have many layers. The men’s
line of premium denim, jean jackets and tees
bring together brash inspiration from New York
City streets with one-of-a-kind details intended
for consumers that want more than a basic jean.
The collection is based on distinct washes, graffitiinspired graphics and a unique fly construction.
Spring ’19 is the first complete collection
from Art Meets Chaos. The brand shipped a small
holiday assortment to a few select stores in New
York City, which Harrell said was well- received by
customers. Here, Harrell shares how he plans to
maintain that momentum and leave a fresh mark
on the denim sector. —AV
RIVET: What is the story behind the name and logo?
DONWAN HARRELL: The snake icon we have
represents the idea that man is his own worst
enemy. It’s something that we all individually battle
with at times.
RIVET: What is your design vision for Art
Meets Chaos?
DH: We are firm believers in pushing the envelope
of our denim wash character. It’s the core of who
and what we are and what we do best from our
years of experience.
RIVET: What are some of the brand’s signatures?
DH: Our key, lone signature is the exposed button fly.
We desired to achieve a different character to make
it stand out from the thousands of others options that
currently exist within the denim market.

Blue blood Marta Goldschmied is back with a
new direct-to-consumer brand. This spring, the
designer launches By Marta Goldschmied, an
e-commerce brand that bucks the traditional
retail calendar in favor of monthly drops.
The initial collection, called Garbage, debuts
women’s jackets, tops and bottoms made with an
exclusive vinyl denim bonded with four-way knit
for mobility and comfort. “The fabric is definitely
a head turner,” Goldschmied said.
Fun elements are carried throughout the line,
including rivets with the “all seeing eye” and an
“M” construction in the back of the jeans.—AV

W ORL D'S FIN EST C O TTO N S

GROW N in AMERICA | M A DE by STO N E ISLA N D
RIVET NO.7 / APRIL 2019

l_____DO NWAN HARRE L L

CIAO
MILANO
Where to bag the best
20 denim in Milan.

l_____IN MILA N , TH E SIDEWA LK IS TH E RU N WAY.

w o r d s _____ ANG E L A V EL A S QUEZ

From its 16th century roots in
millinery, to a premium denim
boom in the ’80s—and every
Prada, Armani and Versace in
between—Milan’s place in fashion
history has many chapters.
The city will be the setting for Denim
Première Vision’s next roving show, May 28-29
at Superstudio Più. “We wanted to touch down
in capitals with mature fashion industries, cities
that can inspire our exhibitors and our brands.
Milan is all of that,” said Guglielmo Olearo,
Première Vision director of international shows.
“It is a focal location of the big Italian houses,
and we chose it because it has a storied past
while continuing to invent new stories.”
And few cities are true shopping
destinations like Milan. Here’s a look at the best
boutiques and experiential shops to snag your
next pair of jeans.

Edwin
CORSO DI PORTA
TICINESE 103
An emporium for Edwin loyalists,
the brand’s store in Milan’s
alternative shopping street—
Corso di Porta Ticinese—is home
to the Edwin Europe collection
as well as a selection of Japanese
imports that honor the label’s
heritage. Follow the cobblestone
streets to the indigo haven.

Antonia
VIA CUSANI, 5
Experience-seeking consumers
will enjoy Antonia set inside a
renovated 19th century Palazzo
Cagnola. The store’s three
distinct zones—men’s, women’s

Full Milano
CORSO VENEZIA 45

Capture the “Pitti man”
look at Full Milano. The
atmospheric shop, laden
with vintage mirrors,
stocks more than 40 denim,
knitwear, accessories and
footwear brands. Here,
shoppers can snap up the
latest or order custommade suits, coats and shirts
from the in-house tailor.

RIVET NO.7 / APRIL 2019

and accessories—are staged
with plush velvet seating, aged
walls and bronze, marble and
translucent fixtures. Come here
for a highly curated assortment
of Alanui, Sacai and Saint
Laurent denim.

Piazza Gae Aulenti
PORTA NUOVA
Soak up high-end fashion at
Piazza Gae Aulenti, home to a
host of luxury branded stores,
including DSquared2, Costume
National and Maison Margiela.
Located in the heart of Porta
Nuova, the piazza represents
the future of Milan with public
spaces enhanced with solarpowered artwork and views of
influential architecture like the
“Vertical Forest,” two residential
eco towers swathed in greenery.

Slowear
VIA SOLFERINO, 18
Grab a coffee or prosecco
at Slowear’s library and be
sartorially inspired. This
all-Italian, multi-brand retail
concept is chock-full of timeless
men’s wear but with a millennial
twist. The premium garments are
upgraded with innovative fabrics
like IceCotton and FlexWool—
each with performance
properties designed to make the
wearer more comfortable.

The Loft Shop
VIA MARCELLO
MALPIGHI 8
From Tellason denim and a trove
of knit and wool layering pieces,
to exotic skin phone covers, The
Loft Shop is a veritable cabinet
of curiosities, particularly for
men’s wear. The store specializes
in apparel, accessories and items
for the home that evoke travel
and adventures in foreign lands.

Eral 55
PIAZZA VENTICINQUE
APRILE, 14
Spruce up your denim uniform
with inky blue corduroy jackets,
Italian-made wool hunting
vests or linen shirts from Eral55.
The handsomely disheveled
store also offers made-tomeasure suits and jackets done
in archival fabrics.

Fortela
VIA MELZO, 17
Italian tailoring, American
authenticity and Japanese
craftsmanship collide at Fortela.
From denim woven on antique
looms in Japan and jeans with
chain-stitched hems, to hemp
and linen shirting made from
French army surplus, the
brand’s Milan store is a go-to for
men seeking quality pieces with
character and history

The future is dyed in shades of blue
Conscious Responsible Innovative
www.globaldenim.com.mx

04/
2018

TURNED UP

THE CONSULTANTS
The outside perspective of a denim
consultant can sometimes be the
secret sauce for a successful collection.
w o r d s _____ HATTI E HAY ES

22

Experience is the best teacher. Rivet asked three
denim consultants, Tilmann Wröbel of the French
firm Monsieur-T, Lucia Rosin of Meidea in Italy
and Mohsin Sajid of U.K.-based 74MMA, their
thoughts on the state of the denim industry and
what innovations we’ll be seeing in 2019.

ogies with students, to encourage
more collaborations between mills
and fashion colleges, so that the
younger generations won't make
the same mistakes that we have.
And I'd like to see realistic alternatives to cotton.

What part of the
denim-making
process do brands
struggle with
the most?

MOHSIN SAJID
74MMA
U. K.

TW: Identifying a brand’s specific denim niche, or
denim audience, with its specific client, meeting
the client’s taste and precise needs. There are more
products out there that are only born because of
clients looking out for them.
LR: Currently, and unfortunately, time is the element
brands struggle with the most. Everything is accelerated—projects, collections, requests, deliveries.
Devoting the right time to studying and to the manufacturing process is getting increasingly difficult.
MS: Keeping garments within price. Prices are really
difficult to manage. And telling a story from concept
garment to shop floor. Most of the time the concept
doesn't translate or just gets forgotten.

TW: Working with ACME scientists and robots

on denim workwear for a mission to Mars. (Elon
Musk, if you hear me…!)
LR: We collaborated with Denim Première Vision
for the 2018 London edition. We created a trend
conference with outfits and silhouettes designed
by our team. It was a great project with handdrawn designs, pictures and stories completely
originated in Meidea.
MS: Creating an archive of early workwear and finding lost garments that predate the first blue jean.

What excites you the
most about denim in
2019?

T ILMANN W RÖBEL
MO N S I E U R T
F R AN C E

TW: The wheel goes around again: there’s so

What do you want to see more
of in the denim industry?
TILMANN WRÖBEL: More risk-taking. More
youth-oriented product. More coolness.
LUCIA ROSIN: Quality. Many brands are more focused on the fashion aspects than the quality of
denim. I want to see more of real sustainability, deep
research on accessories and in details, innovative
washes and fabrics, and long lasting products.
MOHSIN SAJID: More sharing and education. It
would be good to have mills sharing their technol-

Describe your ultimate
consultancy project.

LU C I A RO S I N
MEIDEA
ITALY
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much excitement to come. New fits and fabrics will change our perception of modernism, and so many ‘old’ products and looks
might drop into obscurity.
LR: Fusion of different elements that come
from active sports wear and functional
workwear.
MS: It's exciting because we are learning
more about new sustainable fibers and
finishes, which have become a lot more
focused and attainable from the low-end
to the mid-market level. We are also witnessing the progression of the laser finishing machines, which have really moved in
the last decade. l

REDEFINE
WHAT JEANS ARE MADE OF

PRESENTING DENIM THAT SKIPS FRESH COTTON,
SAVES WATER AND REDUCES POLLUTION.

25
l ____J O H N - M I CH A E L A RCE L L A

l ____BL UE IN GRE E N

WHERE I SHOP
New York City-based denim
head John-Michael Arcella
(a.k.a. The Daily Chore)
reveals where he mines for
denim treasures.
wo r d s _____ CHRISTO PHE R HAL L
ph o t o gra phy _____ ANDRE W MO RAL E S

Anything can be bought at any time in the Big Apple, but only true denim heads like John-Michael
Arcella, a.k.a. @TheDailyChore on Instagram,
know where to find the best denim. The multi-hyphenated creative, flexes his latest fascinations—a
list that spans denim, vintage shoes and hats, to
prints and accessories—on social media and his
blog, The Daily Chore.
Arcella’s interest in denim was sparked as
a child and influenced by his father. While his fa-

The product of extensive research and experimentation,
our REDEFINE denim is unlike anything you have experienced
before. Made from discarded jeans destined for a landfill,
recycled plastic bottles, TENCEL™ x REFIBRA™ Lyocell,
it uses our revolutionary Double Zero technology - with
minimal water and chemicals, resulting in zero discharge
of waste water in the dyeing and finishing process. And
then there’s the cotton - no need to grow fresh cotton
and waste water.
It’s time to Redefine denim and sustainability. Available in
an array of shades and finishes.

www.artisticgarment.com

ther wore a suit nearly every day, Arcella recalls
how denim was his garment of choice during his
downtime. In junior high, Arcella and his friends
would travel to flea markets looking for deals on
bootleg denim. “Fast forward to high school and I
really started collecting denim, I had a great collection of Girbaud jeans,” he said. “I would even buy
two pairs, one to wear and one to save. I saved two
pairs of fresh Girbaud jeans from 1998.”
Today, Arcella adds to his collection with
gems he finds at Levi’s Vintage Clothing, RRL,
Nudie Jeans and a host of independent retailers
across the boroughs. Here’s a look at some of his
favorite denim spots.

Blue In Green
8 GREENE S T. NEW YOR K , N Y

A pillar at the start of Greene Street in SoHo for
the past decade, Blue In Green feeds into Arcella’s
love of authentic denim and discoveries like subtle
Japanese tailoring details. “I go to Blue In Green
for inspiration, because they have styles that I do
not see in other shops,” Arcella said. “Just like JapRIVET NO.7 / APRIL 2019

anese culture, the store is minimal and straight to
the point.”
The retailer was the first in the U.S. to carry
the beloved Japanese brand Kapital, and has maintained its blue gold status with labels like Atelier
& Repairs, Oni Denim and Pure Blue Japan. “They
carry brands that take style and denim to the next
level,” Arcella said.

Nudie Jeans

l ____FRO N T S TR E E T G E N E R A L

188 B O W ER Y N EW YO RK , NY
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The Bowery may be better known for its rough
past and iconic music venues like CBGB, but today
the infamous thoroughfare is home to sustainable
denim brand, Nudie Jeans. The corner boutique
offers the Swedish brand’s complete collection of
men’s and women’s denim made with 100 percent
organic cotton, plus services like free repairs.
“It’s important for consumers to understand that sustainability is more than a corporate
buzzword,” Arcella said. “And Nudie Jeans does a
great job of getting the word across.”

Front Street General
143 FRO N T S T. B RO OK LYN, NY

Located beneath the shadow of the Brooklyn
Bridge, Front Street General is a treasure chest of
new and vintage finds. “I work a couple blocks
away from Front Street General and I walk in at
least once a week,” Arcella said.
With a deep range of vintage Levi’s and
Wrangler jeans, and accoutrements like bandanas
and pins, Arcella says there’s always a reason to
pop into the cozy boutique. The store also stocks
hard-to-find sundries such as “Made in U.S.A”
soaps, Japanese notebooks and brass key rings
that complete the denim dude lifestyle.

l ____N U D I E J E A N S
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nvestors are always interested in
who might be the next big premium denim brand, but whether
they'll actually want to invest is a
separate matter.
That's not to say they don't
like the idea of investing in denim. But investors
also want to see growth, especially financial sponsors concerned about their exit strategy and what
they could sell down the road. Further, over the
past five years, deal flow in the mergers and acquisitions arena for denim brands has been overshadowed by the growth of consumers'
interest in the athleisure trend.
“M&A activity in the denim
market has been weak, but isn’t
dead,” said Matt Tingler, an investment banker and managing director
at Baird. “TSG sold Paige [Denim]
to Lion Capital in 2017. Berkshire
Partners sold its interest in Citizens
of Humanity to the company’s management in 2017. Levi’s [filed for an
initial public offering]. Denim has
been negatively impacted by the rise
of athleisure.”
According to Tingler, denim
has also “been vilified for the intensity
of resources that go into the manufacturing process, which has turned
off some consumers. There will be
a resurgence in interest in denim in
the near future, particularly as the athleisure trend
slows and consumers look to a new trend to grab
on to. As consumer interest in the category grows,
so will M&A activity.”
Brands already owned by private equity that
could be up for sale again when interest in denim
ramps up include Paige, True Religion,—which is
owned by Towerbrook Capital—and NYDJ that's
now jointly owned by Crestview Partners and
Maybrook Capital Partners. While contemporary
brand Paige expanded last year to include a limited distribution of a women's footwear line, True
Religion and NYDJ are the more mature, stalwart
brands that are seen as slow growers. Debt leverage
from buyouts have True Religion and NYDJ on the
watch lists of several credit reporting firms.
Privately-held denim brand AG Jeans is
expected to remain private, while Hudson Jeans is
now part of the portfolio of strategic firm Robert
Graham, and Joe's Jeans is part Sequential Brands
Group. And then there's also J Brand, which is now
part of Fast Retailing.

I

The $100 million hurdle
But one factor they all seem to have trouble with is
their ability to grow.
William Susman, an investment banker and
founder of boutique firm Threadstone Partners,
said, “There is always demand for premium denim
brands. The key is being big enough to matter, but
not too big to forego additional growth.”
According to Susman, “Brands reaching
$100 million in revenue have struggled to break
through to substantially higher levels.”
Another investment banker who has

resources, which most brands don't have, even if
they're backed by a financial sponsor.

Brands to watch
One brand to keep an eye on, however, is Frame.
Initially considered a denim brand when it was
conceived in 2012 by founders Jens Grede and Erik
Torstensson, Frame has evolved into a fashion house
that produces four ready-to-wear collections a year.
With headquarters split between Los Angeles and
London, the brand is believed to have hit the $130
million-plus range in annual volume last year. And
the company’s big advantage is that
it's not just focused on denim. Readyto-wear is believed to be about half of
the overall business, and there are plans
to add other categories, including footwear and accessories.
All that helps position Frame
as a lifestyle brand, or rather a fashion brand that also has a denim
component, which could be how
the company best positions itself to
potential investors. Financial sources
said the company had been talking
to bankers last year as it considered
securing an investor to push forward
its growth plans.
Focusing on fashion first and
denim second could be a good way to
go. In December, fashion brand Alice
+ Olivia, founded by Stacey Bendet in
2002, secured a minority investment from South
Korean conglomerate SK Holdings. The women's brand in November launched a 70's inspired
denim line called AO.LA.
Direct-to-consumer premium denim brand
DSTLD is another one to watch. What's unusual
here–when compared with premium brands from
a decade ago, but not necessarily those from the
Millennial age–is the firm's reliance on crowdsourcing for funding to grow.
DSTLD has used the SeedInvest platform
twice to raise $3.1 million in separate funding
rounds about a year apart. The company last year
hired Hil Davis, J. Hilburn founder and former
chief executive officer, to be its chief operating officer. Davis is said to be keeping closer tabs on the
brand's supply chain, with retail potentially in the
digitally native brand's future.
While there's a chance DSTLD might look
for an outside investor, this crowdsourced company could just as easily surprise the industry and
become the acquirer instead. l

DEAL OR
NO DEAL?

What it will take to kick up M&A activity
in the denim market.
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tracked denim deals, said, “You get to at least $100
million, then can you get to $200 million? And
if you can, how do you take it beyond $200 million and still maintain the business? That's when
people start to get nervous. Can you become a lifestyle brand or do you top out?”
There's a good reason why investors have
cause to be concerned. The top denim deals that
were sold between 2005 and 2012 include Hudson,
Citizens, 7 For All Mankind, Rock & Republic and
J Brand. All had strong growth momentum up to a
point, and then they petered out.
Getting past the $100 million mark is
where many brands run into trouble, bankers
say. That's because a brand that gets to a certain
level, in order to grow even further, needs to figure
out how to scale. But scalability requires a different set of tools, including substantial marketing
investment and a different distribution capability. And then there’s the question of whether the
brand can go global—often a key factor in pushing the growth lever. All that requires substantial
RIVET NO.7 / APRIL 2019
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NEARLY 30 YEARS AFTER THE FALL OF THE BERLIN
WALL, DENIM EXPERTS LOOK BACK AT HOW
JEANS BECAME A SYMBOL OF YOUTH EMPOWERMENT.
WORDS_____HILARY GEORGE-PARKIN
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n the morning of Nov. 10,
1989, people around the
world woke up to the news
that East Germans were suddenly, finally free to travel
beyond their country's borders. Newspaper front pages were splashed with
photos of young people dancing on top of the Berlin Wall, streaming across Checkpoint Charlie, and
taking pickaxes to the concrete symbol of the Cold
War—many of them, notably, wearing blue jeans.
That the beginning of the end of the Eastern
Bloc was ushered in by thousands of denim-clad
revelers would no doubt confirmed the worst fears
of its founders: no barricade could keep out the
insidious influence of the West. Marxism was no
match for Levi Strauss & Co.

At the time the wall was erected in 1961, jeans
were a scarce commodity in Communist Europe.
Not only was there no official channel through which
to buy Western goods inside the German Democratic Republic (GDR), the so-called "rivet pants"
(or niethosen) were seen as dangerous emblems of
American excess, and those who wore them risked
getting sent home from school or even targeted by
the Stasi, the GDR’s notorious secret police.
Even with the 1962 advent of Intershops, the
state-run stores that sold foreign goods to tourists as
a means to increase the flow of more stable currencies into the country, jeans were unaffordable for
most East Germans. At 55 Deutsche Marks per pair,
the equivalent of $116 in 2019, they cost almost half
the average monthly income in 1962, according to
Rebecca Menzel, author of “Jeans in der DDR.”
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Still, as Western culture increasingly permeated the country’s borders, many residents were
undeterred by the exorbitant price and found ways
to barter for a pair, skirting rules barring GDR citizens from holding foreign
currency. “People traded with whatever
they had,” said Menzel, “mainly books or
antiques, but often there wasn’t much to
give but hospitality.”
The proximity of East Berlin to
its capitalist neighbor presented a particular challenge for the GDR’s leaders.
"The Berlin Wall was the dividing line
across Europe, and probably no other
Communist Bloc country had easier
access to Western television and radio,"
said Douglas Gunn, managing director of The Vintage Showroom Ltd. "They knew what the West
was wearing, watching, dancing to, how its youth
dressed and lived. This can only have highlighted
the lack of certain goods and freedoms that the
West took for granted."
In 1972, this fetishization culminated in the
play "The New Sorrows of Young W." by Ulrich
Plenzdorf, in which the denim-clad protagonist
proclaims that jeans are "an attitude" and "the finest trousers in the world." According to the German outlet MDR, the production was shown on
17 stages across the GDR.
Even before the wall went up, more than 3
million East Germans had already fled the country,
leaving many families divided for decades. Jeans that
weren't smuggled in by visiting foreigners sometimes arrived in "Westpakets," or care packages sent
to East Germans from family outside the country's
borders and taxed by the GDR. The government
also capitalized on the collective yen for denim by
producing its own "blue cottino" jeans in state-run
factories beginning in the mid-1970s—though frequent cotton shortages meant these were made
partially from synthetic materials, and could never
measure up to coveted styles by Wrangler or Levi's.
According to Tracey Panek, Levi Strauss
& Co.'s in-house historian, the pants were sometimes colloquially known as "East jeans" and were
a source of great frustration for those who wore
them. "East Berliner Joachim Georg Michel called
them a 'parody on jeans' in a letter he wrote to Levi
Strauss & Co. in 1991," she said. "He described them
as ill-fitting and too short with a gap on the backside and a high waist that cut into his stomach."
Unlike old-timey Trabant cars and Rotkäppchen sparkling wine, the denim of the era doesn't
tend to inspire feelings of "ostalgie" (or nostalgia
for the ephemera of the former GDR). Brands like

"PEOPLE TRADED WITH WHATEVER THEY HAD...
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GIVE BUT HOSPITALIT Y."
Boxer, Shanty and Wisent are sometimes found
at vintage sales, Menzel said, but they are hardly
thought of as treasures.
None survived long after the reunification
of Germany, as factories were ill-equipped to compete with Western brands, and exports to the Soviet
Union shriveled. Shanty-Fashion GmbH, formerly
known as People's Enterprise Jugendmode Rosto
and once called "the modern beacon of East Germany's state-owned clothing industry" in a 1990
Sun Sentinel article, shrank its production from 1.5
million pieces in 1989-90 to 60,000 pieces in 199091. A factory director told the paper that its costs
were simply too high: whereas Wrangler could produce a pair of jeans in 14-18 minutes, it took 24-28
minutes in East Germany.

Denim relents
Eventually, popular pressure won out, and in November 1978, Textilvertretung, the government buying arm of the East German apparel industry, asked
Levi Strauss & Co. for a supply of 800,000 pairs of
jeans to sell within the country's borders, Panek said.
Later that month, 600,000 jeans were airlifted from
the U.S. into the Schoenefeld and Dresden airports,
with European inventory supplying the remainder.
Despite a hefty markup (at 149 East German marks,
the jeans cost the equivalent of about $74 at the
time), the demand was such that customers lined up
in droves to buy them.
For some Americans, the European appetite for readily-available (and, at home, relatively
affordable) brands like Levi's, Wrangler, and Lee
presented a business opportunity. Vintage denim dealer Eric Schrader of Junkyard Jeans got his
entrée into the industry in the mid-’80s through a
college roommate who flipped Levi's 501s on the
European market.
"He would borrow $2,000 from me every
RIVET NO.7 / APRIL 2019

month and he would give me $2,500 back at the
end of the month. I had no idea what he was doing," Schrader said. As it turned out, his roommate
was buying jeans in bulk and selling them at a
markup in Europe, where new Levi's sold for a premium at retail.
Schrader wanted in, and soon the two were
doubling their money, buying hundreds of pairs of
jeans from Midwest retailers like J.C. Penney and
farming supply stores, where they cost about $19.99
per pair, and shipping them by the boxful to France
and Germany. While he was never personally involved in smuggling black-market Levi's into the
East, "that's where the jeans were the most valuable,"
he recalls. "I even remember a story of someone telling me that they traded a pair of jeans for the most
expensive caviar and champagne."
He understood the allure of the classic 501,
too: it was the style worn by Bruce Springsteen in
the iconic cover photo of his 1984 album "Born in
the U.S.A." and, he says, "it screamed Americana."
There's no question that Springsteen's influence had made its way to East Germany. In July
1988, the rock star played in front of a crowd of
300,000 in East Berlin (with millions more watching
on TV), by far the largest of several open-air concerts
organized by the GDR in the final years before the
fall of the wall. The government hoped to ingratiate
itself to the country's youth and, in turn, discourage
them from crowding too close to the wall every time
a Western musician could be overheard playing a
concert in West Berlin, so it invited artists like Bob
Dylan, Bryan Adams and Depeche Mode to perform
for East Germans.
Far from quelling the public’s restlessness,
however, the performances catalyzed a movement
that some historians say ultimately helped bring
down the wall. "I'm not here for any government.
I've come to play rock 'n' roll for you in the hope that
one day all the barriers will be torn down," Springsteen told the crowd, to thunderous cheers.
To the East Germans masses dancing in their
blue jeans, the future looked like freedom. l
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With commercial production
of hemp now legalized in
the U.S., experts question
the fiber as a sustainable
alternative to virgin cotton.
wo r d s _____ JASMIN MAL IK CHUA
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ndustrial hemp is in the spotlight
again, and for good reason. The new
Farm Bill that the U.S. Senate passed
87-13 in December now legalizes the
commercial production of hemp,
freeing it from the grips of the Controlled Substance Act and severely curtailing the
number of restrictions that have prevented farmers
from raising it as a commodity crop like any other.
But it’s not all open skies for hemp.
Individual states still have the final word regarding
regulation, especially now that cannabidiol, the
non-psychotropic component of cannabis better
known as CBD, is rearing its head in everything
from gummies to dog treats.
“Even if the government comes up with
a regulatory framework, states have to adopt it,”
said Mike Lewis, director of Thirds Wave Farms
in Kentucky and one of the first private citizens to
legally farm hemp—through a partnership with
Patagonia in 2016—since its prohibition in the
1970s. “We have a long ways to go and a lot of legislating that needs to be drafted. But we're heading
in the right direction. I think it'll be two or three
years before it's extremely common.”
There are plenty of reasons environmentalists go gaga for hemp. It uses about half as much
water per season as cotton, requires no pesticides
or herbicides and has uses that span an incredible gamut: paper, textiles, medicine, skin care and
even construction materials and fuel. Taking to
just about any soil, it grows fast—very fast. Hemp
grows from seed to harvest in 90 to 100 days, compared with 150 to 180 days for cotton.
Built for blending
As a textile, hemp plays well with other fibers, generously sharing its innate strength and durability.
“Cotton is hemp's best friend forever,” said Guy
Carpenter, president of Bear Fiber, a North Carolina-based supply chain management firm that specializes in hemp. “Just an addition of 15 percent to
20 percent of hemp fiber into a yarn can make a
fabric significantly stronger and more abrasion-reRIVET NO.7 / APRIL 2019

sistant.” In denim, hemp absorbs indigo in a “more
concentrated way,” he added.
More anecdotally, the fiber boasts increased
wicking properties and superior temperature
management, staying cool in summer and warm
in winter. It may even have antimicrobial properties, though that has yet to be conclusively
proven. “There's a lot of claims but there's not a
lot of tests to back it up,” quipped Eric Henry,
president of TS Designs, an eco-friendly T-shirt
screen-printer from North Carolina that promotes
local and transparent “seed to shirt” manufacturing. “There needs to be a lot more research done
independently and not by the people that are ultimately selling the product.”
Industrial hemp and marijuana are both
derivatives of Cannabis sativa, a slender weedy
annual that was native to eastern Asia but now has

"COT TON IS H EM P'S
B E S T F R IEN D
F OR E V ER .”
— GU Y CA R PEN T ER , PR ESIDEN T
OF BE A R F IBER
a global distribution. “If you were to stand next to
a hemp plant and a marijuana plant, it's really hard
to tell the difference,” said Roian Atwood, director of sustainability at VF Corp’s recently spun-off
jeanswear division, Kontoor, which includes the
Lee and Wrangler brands. “They look the same,
they smell the same; they are inherently, from all
appearances, the same plant.”
The essential—and regulatory—distinction between the two is their concentration of tetrahydrocannabinol, a.k.a. THC, the psychoactive
compound that generates the buzz stoners crave.
Per federal law, any breed of hemp with less than
3/10ths of 1 percent concentration of THC is classified as industrial hemp. “Fundamentally at the
chemical level, industrial hemp is absent of THC,”
Atwood said.
Farmers can cultivate varietals that are bred
specifically for fiber, but more often than not, they
will grow a so-called “dual purpose” strain that
sprouts grain and flowerheads (used in the production of CBD) and supply fiber as a secondary function. “Even with the fiber varieties, the varieties of
RIVET NO.7 / APRIL 2019

hemp that are most suited for our use, are not well
bred,” Atwood said. “There's not a lot of people pursuing that seed, knowing that the market is in CBD.”
Save for an isolated plot in Minnesota, virtually no dedicated fiber breed is being seeded right
now, according to John Lupien, founder and president of Bastcore, a Nebraska-based decortication
company that created a streamlined method of
decortication to make quicker work of separating
the bast-fiber bundles from woody hemp stalks.
Still, the dual-purpose varietals produce a
“good quality fiber,” Lupien said. The key difference?
They don’t produce as much fiber per acre—roughly
between 18 percent and 22 percent of fiber per ton
of harvested hemp versus upward of 25 percent to
30 percent for a dedicated fiber strain.
Hemp, blended in denim or otherwise,
remains a niche product, in part because of the
dearth of its availability in relation to cotton or even
linen, which makes it far from cost-effective for
brands on any kind of serious scale. (Again, this may
change with the 2018 Farm Bill.) Compared with
cotton, hemp requires extra steps for processing,
which adds to its price tag. There’s the aforementioned decortication, which happens mechanically,
then a wet-processing phase that uses an alkaline
solution like sodium hydroxide to dissolve the lignin—a type of cell-wall “glue”—to release the bast
fibers from their bundles. Finally, the fibers are
carded and combed in preparation for spinning.
Hemp, if processed injudiciously, can be
pitted with irregularities: coarse in some areas,
smooth in others. The more hemp a fabric incorporates, the greater the likelihood of irregularities,
said Tony Tonnaer, founder of Amsterdam’s Kings
of Indigo, which makes a small assortment of jeans
that blend organic cotton with 25 percent to 45 percent hemp. (The hemp he buys costs roughly 20 percent more per meter than cotton, he noted.)
“If there are too many irregularities in the
fiber of the hemp, it gives problems in the weaving
or spinning machines,” said Tonnaer, who sources
his fabric from Hemp Fortex in China, the world’s
No. 1 supplier of hemp textiles, though France
(“it’s just really expensive”) and Japan (“the hemp
itself is from China”) present alternative options.
Candiani in Italy also produces a denim blend of
Belgian hemp and cotton.
Hemp can be finicky in other ways—like
shrinkage, for instance. “Hemp shrinks more than
organic cotton, so you have to be more careful
with your patterns and the shrinkage percentage
of your garments,” he said.
While hemp’s long-held (and perhaps undeserved) association with pot-smoking hippie radi-
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cals has not done it any favors, it’s its resemblance
to sackcloth, both in look and feel, that gives most
brands the greater pause.
“Hemp is traditionally uncomfortable,” said
Paul Dillinger, head of global product innovation at
Levi Strauss & Co. in San Francisco. “It’s rough with
the visual characteristics of a coarse linen, which
narrows its seasonal application. It's not always a
friendly fiber to wear.” That’s not to say you can’t
teach an old yarn new tricks, however.
For their Spring/Summer 2019 collaboration, Levi’s Wellthread sustainability initiative and
Outerknown, the eco-friendly men’s wear label
founded by champion surfer Kelly Slater, are offering consumers for the first time a new “cottonized”
hemp from Europe they claim is virtually indistinguishable from the white stuff. The process essentially transforms the corticated stalk of the hemp
plant into a “puff” similar to a cotton boll and purging it of those dreaded irregularities.
Levi’s and Outerknown are offering an
embroidered trucker jacket and a 511 slim-fit
jean made from a 30 percent blend of cottonized
hemp, but unless someone points it out to them,
customers probably won’t be able to tell.
“We don't need to advertise that it's hemp
as an excuse for the way the garment looks,”
Dillinger said. “We can actually not say a word
about it and expect this garment to perform as
well as any 100 percent cotton garment. Whereas
in the past it would have been a boardy, kind of
crispy, rough denim, this is, I swear, softer than
any cotton denim I've ever worked with.”

l_____COTTON /H EMP JEA N S BY PROSPER ITY TEXTILE

Enviromental benefits
Hemp’s vaunted environmental profile doesn’t hurt,
either. For a brand like Levi’s, which is trying to minimize its water use, cottonized hemp’s potential to
fill in for a thirsty crop like cotton has tremendous
appeal. According to a Levi’s life-cycle assessment,
cultivating enough cotton for a typical pair of jeans
guzzles 2,565 liters of water, more than any other
stage in production. Blending a product with 30 percent slashes this by a third, “which is a pretty amazing savings,” Dillinger said.
And it’s not just water. Farmers can glean
twice as much usable fiber per acre from a hemp
field than a cotton one, he added. It’s a rotational
crop that boosts soil health rather than depletes it.
And because hemp isn’t dependent on synthetic
chemistries, its cultivation has a carbon footprint
“well north of 56 percent” lower than cotton,
according to Dillinger.
“There’s a whole series of benefits that come
out of that when you're cultivating with less land

H EM P USES A B OU T
H A L F AS M UCH
WAT ER PER SE ASON
AS COT TON.
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and using less synthetic chemistry on that land,”
Dillinger said. “You're ending up with healthier
communities, better groundwater stewardship and
greater impact reduction.”
Bastcore is also working on creating a
cleaner, more uniform fiber for spinners, but by
using green chemistry to dissolve and reform
hemp fiber—even the woody bits, which comprise 70 percent to 80 percent of the hemp stalk—
in a closed-loop process that’s not unlike what
Lenzing does with eucalyptus to make Tencel,
except no pulping is required.
“We mill the material to a very fine powder
and just dissolve it, and we can make the same type
of fiber,” Lupien said. “We can bypass the chemical-intensive, environmentally problematic part
of the rayon-viscose process.” But Bastcore has
a more immediate—and more traditionally executed—objective as well: rolling out the first hemp
denim fabric to be grown, milled, spun and woven
entirely in the United States.
“We recently had our first commercial spinning trial Cap Yarns in North Carolina and it's historic,” said Lupien, who anticipates an early summer
debut. “It's the first large-scale-produced hemp
being spun on [an American] cotton system ever.”
He’s hoping to get the hemp blend rate to 30
percent or 40 percent, but even hitting 20 percent
was no mean feat. “We don't have a lot of access to
spinning technology because the industry got decimated back in the '90s, so there's not a lot of survivors out there,” Lupien said. “And there's not a lot
of spinners that have the time or ability or desire to
work with complicated fibers like this.”
Wrangler is also keen on building an
American hemp denim product; it will just take
time and no inconsiderable amount of effort. With
this year’s Farm Bill serving as a catalyst for hemp
to be more widely grown across the United States,
all that remains is to shore up the infrastructure
and foster a supply chain.
“If this supply chain and this growing community continues to expand and continues to
look to build a vibrant cash crop around hemp,
then we do need to be prepared to receive it and
ultimately put it up into our product,” Atwood
said. “The economics are still yet to be proven,
but I think that in the event that everything proves
itself out, why would we not source this versatile
alternative fiber crop?”
For blue jeans, the most American of innovations, hemp, a crop cultivated by the Founding
Fathers, adds a particularly poignant touch. It’s a
sentiment that Atwood agrees with. “I think hemp
and denim are a natural match,” he said.
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Retail therapy
There are signs, too, that CBD products could
help turnaround some of the ongoing turmoil in
brick-and-mortar retail. Green Growth Brands
(GGB)—one of the largest owners of CBD consumer products, helmed by apparel retail veterans
from Limited Brands, American Eagle Outfitters
and DSW—signed a deal with Simon Property
Group to open 108 stores nationwide. The first of
those stores in Lexington, Ky., sells Seventh Sense
CBD-infused bath and body care goods, from lip
balm and sugar scrubs to facial oil and muscle
balm. In announcing the news, Simon Malls president John Rulli said the GGB shops are precisely
the kind of “cutting-edge concepts” the company
wants to have fill its vacancies and rub shoulders
with desirable established retailers. The experience of shopping at GGB, Rulli went on to say,
is “exactly the type of innovation our customers
want and expect from us.”
Not only are CBD brands opening up dedicated storefronts but these feel-good products are
also finding a home inside traditional retailers. Footwear retailer DSW turned heads in January when it
announced that it would sell GGB’s Seventh Sense
branded foot creams and more, which sold through
74.4 percent of product during a 10-week test phase.
In announcing the partnership, DSW CEO Roger
Rawlins described “North America's widespread
adoption of the use of CBD products” as one of
many shifts in consumer behavior and interests
compelling the retail industry to adapt. Headline
writers had fun insinuating that these CBD goodies
would “take the stress out of shoe shopping.”
Shopaholic, a three-story women’s fash-
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haking off decades of stigma
promulgated by a prohibition
culture, hemp, cannabis and
cannabidiol (CBD) are stepping
out of the shadows and into the
spotlight while driving considerable economic growth across myriad industries.
Passage of the latest Farm Bill will likely
open the floodgates on fashion’s experimentation
with hemp-based fabrications and lift the industrial hemp market to $10.6 billion by 2025, according
to data from Grand View Research. On top of that,
the research firm expects the market for legalized
marijuana to expand at a combined annual growth
rate of 34.6 percent to reach $146.4 billion over
that same timeframe, powered in part by growing
mainstream acceptance of a culture and lifestyle
once associated with hippes.
Already, marijuana is legal in 10 states plus
the District of Columbia—while 33 allow for medicinal symptom relief in cancer, multiple sclerosis and
other diseases—and the Marijuana Policy Project
indicates that 10 more states are “strongly considering” legalizing recreational usage this year. Amid
a wellness craze that’s seen yoga studios dot urban
city blocks and green juice bars become nearly as
ubiquitous as Starbucks, CBD product makers are
eager to join the fray and proclaim the many therapeutic and relaxation benefits that the cannabis- or
hemp-derived oil is purported to offer.
When CBD gummies were the third trending food search on Google in all of 2018, it’s hard
to ignore the consumer demand for products that
help them take the edge off and fit into a lifestyle
centered around feeling good in the moment. CBD
found its way into the gifting suite during Academy
Awards week, where entertainment insiders at the
Beverly Hills W Hotel event found Canna Hemp’s
CBD Relief Cream and CBD Elixir on offer.

F EEL-GOOD
PRODUC T S A R E
F IN DING A HOM E
INSIDE T R A DI T ION A L
R E TA IL ER S.
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Hemp, cannabis and
cannabidiol products are
popping up everywhere,
from gummy snacks to
beauty treatments. Here’s
why this hot new lifestyle
trend matters to denim.
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cannabis lifestyle shop, “The High End.” In a statement announcing the news, the department store’s
president and CEO Daniella Vitale echoed the DSW
executive’s sentiment on the fluidity of consumer
culture. “Barneys New York has always been at the
forefront of shifts in culture and lifestyle, and cannabis is no exception,” she said, adding that The High
End gives customers the CBD experience they want
with the service for which Barneys is famous.

Fashion fix
Fashion just might get a hit of CBD in the near
future. At Heimtextil in January, textile finishing
firm Devan Chemicals showcased its R-Vital fabric
treatment infused with microencapsulated CBD,
which it claims helps to promote better sleep. The
company said the treatment is suitable for products ranging from bedding to pajamas, and CEO
Sven Ghyselinck confirmed that it works with most

apparel fabrics, including denim, cotton, polyester
and Lycra. Contact between skin and the fabric
breaks the microcapsules, releasing the CBD product for absorption into the body’s largest organ.
Tighter-fitting, close-to-skin products make better
use of the CBD treatment, Ghyselinck explained,
as looser garments wouldn’t sufficiently create
enough friction to stimulate the CBD release.
Devan’s patented solution is designed to
withstand “a major part of the lifetime of the garment” or about 20 washes, though laundering at
colder temperatures could prolong the CBD’s longevity. Of the women’s athleisure and sleepwear
brands, and general sportswear clothiers that have
inquired about the CBD treatment, a few are already
trialing the textile finish, and some are on track to go
to market this year, according to Ghyselinck.
Denim seems like a natural next step for
products like CBD-infused R-Vital. Blue jeans
have long been part and parcel of the creative
life, and cannabis and its ilk are nothing if not the
currency of numerous creators. There’s an intuitive interplay between denim and CBD. What’s
more, it’s easy to see why festival-goers would
covet great-fitting jeans that also help them get
blissed-out for the big act. Then there’s the more
straightforward option of blending hemp fibers
with cotton, or using hemp outright, to produce
a more earth-friendly jean, as brands like Nurmi,
Rawganique and Dash Hemp have done.
More than anything, CBD and its cousins are
a lifestyle that’s resonating with consumers hungry
for a new attitude and new kind of wellness derived
from nature. Denim should take a cue from trailblazing brands and retailers to map out its own
path to the high life. l
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ion boutique chain in the St. Augustine, Fla. area,
will begin selling three HempMeds CBD hemp oil
products—including liquids, capsules and topicals,
alongside a selection of dresses, blouses, pants, accessories and jewelry—in addition to 38 other retailers that have signed on to sell the Medical Marijuana Inc.-owned brand’s lifestyle offerings.
Even a list of 2019’s hottest emerging tech
jobs bears out the cannabis industry’s undeniable
growth explosion—and influence. On small business resource cite, Fitsmallbusiness.com’s list of 15
Hottest Emerging Tech Jobs, “director of cannabis
technology” takes the No. 6 spot and boasts an average annual salary of $158,500, alongside more typical techie titles like “blockchain developer,” “big data
architect” and “machine learning engineer.”
In the race to normalize and brand CBD culture, Cannabrand has emerged as what it claims is
the world’s first full-service cannabis marketing
agency while Prima, a “science-driven plant wellness brand” that will publish original content and
make beauty and wellness products, raised close
to $3.3 million on its way to becoming the world’s
first certified CBD B Corp.
Prima co-founder Christopher Gavigan
knows a thing or two about starting big brands;
together with Jessica Alba he launched The Honest Company, now valued around $1 billion, and
wants to leverage his new startup to clear up the
“element of confusion surrounding how and why
we should use CBD and hemp cannabinoids.” As
an industry in its infancy, the world of CBD “needs
leadership and CPG sophistication,” according to
Gavigan, who sees Prima as “more than content or
commerce, and more than a 'craze' or an exploding industry, but as a re-imagination of living in
balance and living better."
Better living might be what Barneys New
York wants for well-heeled customers who peruse a
curated selection of design-first CBD paraphernalia
and products from Beboe at the luxury chain’s new
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BIODEGRADABLE
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The apparel industry has a waste problem of epic
proportions. Every year, Americans alone chuck
32 billion pounds of textiles in the trash with the
same casual ease as they would a banana peel or
an empty juice box, according to the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency. That works out
to a mountainous 381,500 truckloads’ worth, or
roughly 6 percent of all municipal solid waste generated in the country.
But what if all of it could just go away? That’s
a tack that a small but burgeoning movement of
denim makers is counting on.
In 2015, Freitag, a Swiss brand best known
for making bags out of recycled truck tarpaulin,
debuted what it claimed to be the world’s first 100
percent compostable jean. Part of a line of European-grown and -produced workwear, the five-pocket
design contains no polyester trims, nylon threads or
Lycra blends, only bast fibers like hemp and linen.
Rivets are verboten. To button up, it eschews plastic
in favor of tagua nut, the so-called “vegetable ivory.”
The only exception is the main pant closure, which
demanded something more robust.
“For a long time we searched in vain for a
resilient biodegradable button,” said Elisabeth
Isenegger, public relations lead at Freitag. “Now
it is made of metal, but it can be unscrewed and
removed from the garment at the end of one life
cycle and reused in the next.”
Workwear has to be tough and durable
and Freitag’s denim was designed to be no different. Toss it into a compost pile, however, and it’ll
degrade completely within a couple of months,
without leaving behind any harmful residues.
The fibers conform to the strictest of Oeko-Tex
standards, meaning minimal chemicals are used
during cultivation and processing. “It came from
RIVET NO.7 / APRIL 2019

Should the denim industry
rely on Mother Nature to take
care of its waste problem?
w or d s _____ JAS MIN MALIK CHUA

the ground and is 100 percent safe to give it back to
the ground,” Isenegger said.
Freitag didn’t have the easiest time developing its jean. From research and development to
enacting a supply chain that didn’t exist before, the
entire operation took five years, “with many ups
and downs along the way.” But every second of it
was, in the company’s opinion, well spent. “We all
know that the environmental impact of the conventional textile industry is massive,” Isenegger
added. “So the only solution will be to rethink textile production as whole.”

Defining biodegradable
Indeed, starting with biodegradable and compostable components can help a brand shrink its
waste footprint from the get-go, said Tricia Carey,
director of business development for denim at Lenzing, an Austria-based fiber producer.
Though the terms are used interchangeably, whether something is biodegradable or compostable isn’t just a matter of semantics. Anything,
given sufficient years or even centuries, will eventually be set upon by Mother Nature. Compostables
have stricter parameters, however. “Compostable
products are biodegradable, but with an added
benefit when they break down, they release valuable nutrients into the soil, aiding the growth of
trees and plants,” Carey said.
There can be crucial regulatory distinctions,
too. The lyocell and modal fibers in Tencel, which
are derived from the pulp of trees, conform to European compostability standards that require a material to, among other things, whittle down to less
than 10 percent of its initial mass within six months,
becoming visually indistinguishable from any surrounding organic matter. Tencel fibers disintegrate
within four months and are fully biodegradable in
marine conditions as certified by Vincotte, a Belgian
inspection and certification group.
As a rule of thumb, natural fibers are readily
biodegradable; synthetics derived from petroleum
are not. The extent to which a jean biodegrades
depends on its proportion of materials like poly-
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ester, nylon and elastane, the last of which puts
the stretch in stretch denim and gives it a softer,
more flexible feel. Little wonder then that today’s
denim wearers, accustomed to both the freedom of
motion and lower costs synthetic confer, are now
loath to surrender them.
“More recently, we have seen an increase in
the use of synthetic fiber in denim, and this significantly retards biodegradation,” said Jesse Daystar,
vice president and chief sustainability officer at
Cotton Inc., the trade association for American
cotton growers and importers. The proportion of
jeans incorporating stretch fibers, he noted, rose
from 44.7 percent in 2011 to 78.6 percent in 2018,
and those containing some degree of polyester
more than doubled from 18 percent in 2011 to
46.3 percent in 2018.

A biodegrable cocktail
But it isn’t just the composition of the denim itself
that can slow its dissolution. Trims, threads and
hardware can also interfere with a garment’s slouch
toward oblivion. “In designing for biodegradability,
you have to consider the biodegradation rates of all
the components,” Daystar added.
This is an issue that Italy’s Candiani is pondering right now. The denim mill already produces a biodegradable textile comprising 100 percent
cotton and residual-free dyes and finishes. Compostable denim, especially compostable stretch
denim, on the other hand, is another challenge altogether, albeit one Alberto Candiani, the firm’s global manager, says it’s “very close” to cracking.
“We are working with several different
biopolymers and biosynthetic fibers to make this
happen, with the support of universities and local
mad scientists,” Candiani said. The mill plans to
take an all-encompassing approach that not only
employs the least amount of water, energy and
chemicals but also makes certain any generated
waste can also be composted for use as, say, fertilizer for agriculture.
While biodegradable clothing might promise to relieve consumers of the guilt of contributing
to already-overburdened landfills, the reality is not
so simple. “A number of factors, including light, water, oxygen and temperature determine the rate at
which this biodegradation of organic compounds
occurs,” said Giusy Bettoni, CEO of C.L.A.S.S., a Milan-based eco-textile consultancy. This is a cocktail
only an industrial composting facility can typically
provide, which is to say that compacted and oxygen-starved landfills offer less-than-optimal conditions for matter to break down. Still, the concept
isn’t one consumers intuitively grasp.

After C&A rolled out its compostable T-shirt
in 2017, it had to explain to its customers that it
didn’t want them to literally bin their clothing.
For C&A, “compostable” serves as shorthand for saying all of the shirt’s components,
from its dyes to the threads, can be safely cycled
as biological nutrients without polluting the environment. That doesn’t mean dumping it should
be a person’s first impulse.
“You want to use the garment until you can't
use it anymore,” said Charline Ducas, unit leader of

" YOU WA N T TO
USE T H E G A R M EN T
UN T IL YOU CA N' T
USE I T A N Y M OR E."
— CH A R L INE DUCA S OF C &A

global circular economy at the retailer, which has
headquarters in Belgium and Germany.
“Then at the very end of the product’s use, if
you can't do anything more with the product or it
lands up somewhere where there are no recycling
facilities, you can compost rather than throwing it
in your waste bin,” Ducas said.

Selling biodegradability
When C&A began developing what it dubbed
the “world’s most sustainable jean” a year later,
it chose to focus not on biodegradability or compostability but on Cradle to Cradle principles,
which Jeffrey Hogue, the company’s chief sustainability officer, describes as a more holistic and
scientifically supported approach to designing
low-impact products. The jean consists of organic
cotton denim, nontoxic dyes, cotton interlinings,
cotton thread and a biocompatible elastane from
Roica by Asahi Kasei that breaks down without
discharging harmful substances.
Divested of its metal hardware, the garment
could biodegrade, but C&A chooses not to promote
it as such. Again, that isn’t the point. “If somebody
asked me today, ‘Hey are your garments biodegradRIVET NO.7 / APRIL 2019

able?’ I would tell them they're Cradle to Cradle,”
Hogue said. “Which means they’re produced with
100 percent organic cotton and 100 percent renewable energy; they’re produced with water stewardship and high levels of social fairness in mind;
they’re designed for their next life, meaning they
can be taken back and recycled; and all of the materials that have been used are nontoxic.”
That’s a better story, he affirmed, than “my
jeans disappeared in my compost pile.”
From an economic perspective, biodegradability might not even make sense. Certainly you
can’t sell something that isn’t there. “Garment-sorting facilities look for two main things: they’re looking for products to resell because you can get the
highest amount of money for them, or they're looking to recycle. For them, there's no value in biodegrading something,” said Annie Gullingsrud, a circular-fashion consultant and the author of “Fashion
Fibers: Designing for Sustainability.”
Municipalities don’t know how to handle
textiles yet, either. Composting facilities can’t differentiate between a biodegradable garment versus
a non-biodegradable one, so if an item of clothing
happens to wind up in the mix, it’ll be picked out as a
contaminant and disposed of as garbage.
Source Denim, a Los Angeles-made line of
100 percent cotton biodegradable men’s jeans,
encourages its customers to send back their denim, whether it’s for free repairs or so the brand
can recycle unwearable pieces.
The company has found that designing
for biodegradability provided benefits that have
spilled into other areas as well: By optimizing its
materials, Source Denim was able to reduce its water use by 60 percent, chemical use by 50 percent
and carbon emissions by 40 percent compared
with conventional denim.
But make no mistake, the company produces its jeans to go the distance, at least during use.
Biodegradable doesn’t mean disposable, or anti-heirloom. “We've built the jeans to be durable, so
it's not like they're going to melt away in the rain
within a month or anything like that,” said Soo-Rae
Hong, the founder of Source Denim.
For Hong, thinking about biodegradability
means looking at end-of-life management through
a more critical lens. Will a garment linger in a landfill for the next thousand years, and if so, why?
What can be done about it?
“If it’s because we’re putting in synthetics
then by reducing them we’re also cleaning up the
supply chain,” she said. “We just prioritize that
nothing, in terms of the materials we've put in
those jeans, is going to outlast humanity. l

Global Denim

Artistic Fabric
& Garment Industries

Global Denim believes in
reimagined classics with
minimal processes. Made with
the Mexico-based mill’s sturdy
100 percent cotton Armor
fabric, its voluminous bomber
jacket is rinsed simply with
a softener and refined with
contrast stitching and buttons
with organic shapes.

Pakistan-based Artistic Fabric
& Garment Industries aims to
optimize the fabrics needed
for designers’ inventive denim
creations, including two-tone
cargo jeans. The fabrics have
an extra process of shrinkage
control, which helps designers
more effectively combine
different fabrics into one garment.
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FABRIC
FIRST
Fabric mills share their own visions of where
denim trends will go next.
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Kaltex
With denim being deep into
a ’90s wash cycle, mills like
Mexico-based Kaltex are
seeking eco-friendly ways to
replicate retro washes. For its
take on a modern acid wash,
the mill utilizes Tonello’s
sustainable Ecofree and No
Stone finishing technology.
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Orta Anadolu
Turkey-based Orta Anadolu
fine tunes its lightweight denim
offering with Wave, a fabric
designed to capture the airy,
free-flowing feel of a summer’s
breeze. The Tencel blend
marries fluidity and drape with
a modern interpretation of
denim’s rustic character.
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Isko

Calik

For the third edition of its
Eyether collection, Turkish
mill Isko developed fabrics in
multi-weave combinations.
Co-designed with denim
guru François Girbaud, the
garment combines stretch warp
threads—ideal for an enhanced
flexibility and freedom of
movement—with rigid weft
threads that sculpt the body.

Denim with a soft, lived-in
feeling is an enduring trend.
However, Turkish denim mill
Calik is reinventing vintage
looks with D-Clear technology, a
water-saving process that uses
40 percent less water in indigo
dyeing and 83 percent less
during the finishing process.
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TRENDING

light
indigo
embellished
cargo
pockets

RUNWAY TRENDS F/W 19-20
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ROMEO HUNTE

ASIA FASHION COLLECTION
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color
mixed media
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Acid wash is trendy. Tabloids are obsessed with a
new royal. And the sitting U.S. president has a star
on the Hollywood Walk of Fame. No, this is not a
1980s "Back to the Future" film. It is 2019, a year
when history is repeating itself.
From Marc Jacobs reissuing the iconic grunge collection that got him fired from Perry Ellis in
1993, to Tommy Hilfiger rebounding with ’90s-era
logo-driven denim and sportswear, fashion is in a
deep nostalgic cycle. Millennials—which are often
described as the “nostalgia generation”—are the receptive audience for these throwback products.
And who can blame them for retreating to
things that remind them of better times?
While millennial tendencies, like living at
home, putting off marriage and valuing a freelance
lifestyle over a traditional 9-5 gig, has given their
elders (and press) plenty of fodder to critique, it is
a generation that has had to swallow several hard
pills. Millennials are the first generation to come
into adulthood in a post 9/11 world on high alert,
and they entered the workforce in or around the
Great Recession. The Obama-era message of hope
they enthusiastically latched onto has been replaced
with MAGA. And although millennials’ ballooning
student debt in the U.S. tops $1.2 trillion, the Federal Reserve reports they earn 20 percent less than
baby boomers did at the same stage of life.
And their pangs for nostalgia don’t start and
end with fashion. It is permeating across all channels of pop culture. The past year saw rebooted
versions of ’90s sitcoms Will & Grace, Murphy Brown
and Sabrina, the Teenage Witch. Britney Spears announced she’s extending her residency in Las Vegas, allowing aging millennials more opportunities
to belt out “Baby One More Time" on bachelorette
trips. And in one of the oddest turns of events,
more than 1.2 million people signed a Change.org
petition to have SpongeBob SquarePants—a cartoon from the early 2000s—perform at the 2019
Super Bowl Halftime Show.

NOSTA LGI A
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“There is a sense of comfort in reconnecting
with feelings or experiences that millennial consumers remember fondly,” said generational expert Alexis Abramson, PhD. “When we reach back
and pull up memories of our favorite teen idol, TV
show or article of clothing we normally associate
it with a positive experience and we want more of
the same. Millennials are even more embedded in
that ability to reach back due to the prolific access
to these memories on the internet and via social
media. They have past posts and videos reminding
them of these experiences and they want to relive
that same positive feeling over and over.”

#TBT fashion
Poaching sartorial cues from past decades is not a
new concept, but the current nostalgic trends feel
particularly recent. “Millennials are old enough
to remember the ’80s and ’90s so those decades
resonate the most,” said Melissa Moylan, Fashion
Snoops VP creative director-women’s wear.

"NOS TA LGI A CYCL ES
A R E SHOR T EN ING.”
— B R I A N T RUN ZO, WGSN
At Project Las Vegas in February, WGSN senior consultant Brian Trunzo described the quick
bursts of nostalgic trends as “near vintage” eras.
“Nostalgia cycles are shortening,” he said. “Near
vintage is this idea of vintage not being 20-plus
years, but vintage being just five to 10 years ago.”
Oversized blazers, bike shorts, fanny
packs and Champion gear are among the throwback items to be revived in recent seasons. For
denim, the boom in nostalgia has translated into
acid wash and bleached denim, Trucker jackets,
cargo pockets, high waists, wide legs and rigid
fabrications.
Nostalgic influences are alive and well on
the Fall/Winter 2019-2020 runway, which Edited
market analyst Kayla Marci said will influence retail over the coming year. The firm has seen “quintessential ’90s kid styling” in the form of double
denim, boiler suits, skirts and dresses layered with
jeans. For men, Edited sees the denim trucker as a
trend to watch as ’90s grunge inspiration picks up
momentum. “We’ve seen an 8 percent increase in
new styles in the U.S. mass market over the past
RIVET NO.7 / APRIL 2019

three months compared to last year,” Marci said.
“We can expect to see this style updated with
stone and acid washes as a nod to the nostalgic
runway influences.”
Moylan pointed out that the ’80s, in particular, has been a bottomless well of inspiration for
designers. “There are a lot of potential elements to
take away without looking like you came from an
episode of Dynasty,” she said. “We'll continue to see
trends like strong tailoring, puff sleeves, metallics
and embellishment for seasons to come.”
And tapping the fashion history books for
inspiration doesn’t mean fashion has dried up.
As a generational expert who works with large
brands targeting the 80 million plus millennial cohort, Abramson says nostalgia is the trend. “I will
go out on a limb and say that I think the lack of
creativity might actually lie more with the millennials than the brands,” she said. “It seems that the
millennial generation sometimes lacks imagination and tends to rely more heavily on past events
[and] experiences rather than taking the risk to
create new experiences on their own.”
With that theory in mind, Abramson says
the latest generational studies show millennials
are increasingly “risk averse,” which may be one
reason why they’re not creating their own fashion
trends. For instance, millennials claim they appreciate products and services that are “experiential”
but Abramson wonders whether that's true or
just an answer served up by the media and millennial influencers.
The plethora of immersive experiences or
so-called museums like San Francisco’s Museum
of Ice Cream—filled with ball pits and swings—
certainly speaks to the millennial’s inner child.
However, these manufactured environments are
often backdrop for highly-stylized fashion Instagram posts—far from the authentic and heritage
values millennials also favor.
“Will it be discovered that this generation’s
preoccupation with the lives of previous generations will actually inhibit future disruption and
innovation in the marketplace? Only time will
tell,” Abramson said.

to look at nostalgic fashion through the lens of a
consumer who didn’t live through the trend the
first time around. She urges brands to do the same
in order to add modern sensibility—like comfort
and stretch—to throwback-inspired styling. In
her trend reports for Kingpins, Leverton forecasts
more nostalgia for Fall/Winter 2019-2020, but this
time with glitzy style references from dynamic
duos of the late ’90s and early 2000s, including
Victoria and David Beckham during their “Posh
and Becks” era, and Nicole Richie and Paris Hilton.
Low-rise jeans, bling, sexy Italian denim fashion
and logos are on the horizon.
Similarly, WGSN forecasts ’90s nostalgia to
bleed into Y2K with rave culture driving streetwear
trends, including denim with crystal embellishment, contrast stitches, excessive exposed zippers,
D-rings, straps and belts.
In the coming seasons, Moylan expects
to see designers reach further back into their archives for inspiration. “While minimalism never
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Nostalgia’s future
Going forward, Edited’s Marci says nostalgic
trends are also ideal to target the teen and tween
market, where it can easily merchandise into festival stories. Plus, these so-called nostalgia trends—
be it bike shorts or color denim—feel brand new
to that demographic.
In her consultancy work for brands, Denim Dudes founder Amy Leverton, says she tries
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quite disappeared, we are expanding on the conversation,” she said. “For example, minimal ’70s
looks add a point of difference with a retro color palette that entices the customer. Items are
shifting back to streamline staples and we are
increasingly seeing design elements like color
or material drive sales.”
And as education about self-care and
mental health gains importance, there might
be deeper meaning to why nostalgia strikes a
chord at retail. “Remembering these times gone
by brings about a strong emotional reaction
with measurable positive benefits,” Abramson
said. “Emotion-based memories, such as
those linked to music or clothing, have been
reported to be more deeply ingrained than
non-emotion-based memories. This is why
nostalgia is here to stay.” l
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COLOR
FACTORY

Your one-stop vertically
integrated solution from denim
fabric to garments.

Denim takes a spin on the color wheel in 2019.
wo r d s _____ ANG ELA VELAS QUEZ

Nien Hsing Textile is your all-in-one
solution for denim fabric and garment
needs with over 30 years of experience.

https: //nhjeans.com/

P H OTOG R AP H Y: W I LL A N D E R S O N .

Our products and development are
driven via sustainable and
technology–first values, putting us
ahead of the game.
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olor is washing over
men’s and women’s apparel and denim. And it
may just be the instant
mood enhancer the
depressed global retail
landscape needs. From Rachel Comey’s
green denim boat neck tops and matching
carrot cut jeans, to Brazilian brand John
John’s tie-dye denim boiler suits, brands
this year are inciting denim collections
with a filter of intense and youthful color.
“After the recession we saw the
premium denim bubble burst and that’s
when the denim brands that survived
updated styles with more fashion-driven
trends such as color or prints,” said Melissa Moylan, Fashion Snoops VP creative
director-women’s wear. “The application of color
adds an update to denim that entices the customer
and gives them a new reason to buy.”

Social hues
Edited has been tracking the interest in color denim
for several seasons. While indigo, black and gray
continue to mean big business for denim retailers, the retail data firm sees a “slight decline” in the
number of new arrivals of traditional denim colors
in the U.S. The standouts to watch, according Edited market analyst, Kayla Marci, have been the hues
influenced by trends from runway shows and social
media. “Last year, neon bubbled up to mass market retail after its undeniable impact from the likes
of the Kardashians, which then affected the color
scheme of spring denim buys,” she said.
With Instagram accounts dedicated to color
and a plethora of hue enhancing apps and filters at
users’ fingertips, colorful fashion has found a stage
on social media. “Standing out is key on social media, so influencers tend to gravitate to messages
that are typically considered more novelty and less
commercial,” Moylan said. “Color messages are attention-grabbing and turn mainstream audiences
on to new and exciting colors.”

Color trends
Color denim is connected to the comeback of ’80s
and ’90s fashion. As denim brands move away
from Western and workwear, Laurie Pressman,
vice president of the Pantone Color Institute, says
designers are revisiting some key influences from
the decades, including acid washes, tie-dye, overdyes, grunge and skate culture. “The result will be
the return of color denim,” she said.
However, the trend comes with slight differ-

”COLOR MESSAGES ARE
ATTENTION-GRABBING
AND TURN MAINSTREAM
AUDIENCES ON TO NEW
AND EXCITING COLORS.”
— MEL IS S A MOY L A N, FA SHION
SNOOP S V P CR E AT I V E
DIR ECTOR-WOMEN ’S W E A R
ences. Unlike the denim of the ’90s, which Mitchell
Kass, owner and creative director of Trend Council,
says was actually dyed cotton twill and bull denim,
in 2019 he sees “more processed denim including
bleaching, enzyme or acid washing and then an over
dyed color making more of a textured effect.”
Red—a color trend spurred by the 2017
Women’s March—has been a strong color for the
past several seasons. However, Fashion Snoops’
forecast for Spring ’19 denim favors less saturated hues and fresh pastels. The firm is also excited
about tie-dye and ombré dyes. “Although they are
primarily print driven, when applied to denim, dye
effects are an emerging trend that takes colored
denim to the next level,” Moylan said.
Earthy colorways are gaining traction, too.
Kass says 2019 will show more toned down hues
like mauves and nude tones for women, and more
organic colors like olive and taupe for men.
RIVET NO.7 / APRIL 2019

With organic statements pervading fashion, Pantone expects off-whites
and light neutrals will come into play.
“Less structured fashion styling and casual looks come through in heavily washed
or lightweight fabrics that retain their
authentic denim look,” Pressman said.
“Utilitarian statements highlight color
blocking while tactility is displayed in
textural looks like geometric jacquards.”
Likewise, Edited is starting to see
a swing into a more sobering palette
driven by off-white, ecru and beige tones.
Khaki is picking up momentum, while
bright hues like candy pink are losing
ground to Pantone’s Color of Year 2019
“Living Coral” and its lilac predecessor.
The colors have cropped up in denim at
Gap, Monki and Nasty Gal, Marci added.
“We began to clock commercial success in
neutrals, especially in women’s denim assortments
where there’s been a 13 percent uptick of new styles
compared to 2018,” she explained. “Based on the
color scheme of the men’s wear and women’s wear
Fall 2019 shows, we can expect this trend to continue to grow throughout the year.”
Color denim is important in men’s. However, Marci said it has experienced recent discounts in
fast fashion so investments need to be made wisely.
Mass market color skinny jeans is another area she
urges brands to “approach with caution.”

Color connection
An injection of color is also an easy way for brands
to update bestsellers, which bodes well for brands as
the current wave of color trends has staying power.
While “millennial pink” may not be as pervasive as
it once was, wearing the rose color does not necessarily mean you’re out of style. “In fact, it can be
perceived as exactly the opposite—that you have the
confidence to express who you are and exactly the
way you want to be seen,” Pressman said.
And in fashion, color is a form of expression.
“The colors that you choose to reflect yourself are
deeply personal, and we’ve seen that traditional gendered color choices are falling away as people have
come to embrace color more fully," Pressman said.
“Color is the first thing human beings register visually, so color has an enormous bearing on
the physiological and emotional influences of purchasing,” she added. “Color is one of the most important design elements that an apparel brand can
harness to convey specific messages and meanings, to align with fashion trends and to express
their brand personality.” l

JACK & JONES
IS A DENIM BROTHERHOOD
– and anyone’s welcome to join.

In 1990 we set out to take on the
world. A bunch of guys, a bunch of
jeans, and a passion for denim that
couldn’t be squashed. All these years
later, we still believe that jeans truly
are a man’s best friend, which is why
every pair should fit like a glove.

MORE SUSTAINABLE DENIM
Being part of one of the world’s largest industries,
we have to ensure that we use natural resources
responsibly for the future of our planet. Our strong
commitment to environmental efforts has resulted
in constant search for new recipes for sustainable
denim such as better sourcing for cotton, saving
water with innovative dyeing techniques and
launching our Low Impact Denim styles.

jackjones-usa.com

BIG

On him: Monse twisted jacket,
Needles pants, Versace sandals,
Pyrrha rings.
On her: Monse dress, Stella
McCartney jeans, Amiri boots,
Ara Vartanian earrings.
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TIME

Exaggerated proportions introduce a new aesthetic to
men’s and women’s denim.

ph o t o gra phy _____ RICARD O B EAS
pr o p s t y lin g_____ CECILIA ELG UERO
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Monse twisted jacket, Hyke tights,
Yael Sonia earring Marni earring,
N.Hoolywood necklace, A.P.C. ring,
Foundre rings, Jennifer Fischer rings.

Off-White jeans and denim
jacket, Versace sandals,
Pyrrha rings.
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Unravel jacket and skirt,
BLDWN jacket,
Y/Project earrings.
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Unravel trench coat over
Sacai jacket, M1992 jeans,
Pyrrha rings.
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N. Hoolywood x Wrangler
shirt and linen shorts.

Willy Chavarria
mesh top and jeans,
Versace sandals,
Pyrrha rings.
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Models: Karina Nicholson @ Wilhelmina,
Mantas Daugvardas @ Fusion
Hair: Takuya Yamaguchi for R+Co
Makeup: Caitlin Wooters for Weleda at Art Department
Makeup Assistant: Mikaila Hutchens
Market Editors: Luis Campuzano,
Emily Mercer, Andrew Shang, Thomas Waller
Fashion Assistant: Victor Vaughns Jr.

Amiri jacket,
Monse jeans,
Versace sandals,
rings by Pyrrha.

Hyke coat over
Junko Shimada denim bra,
Acne Studio skirt.
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A D V E R T O R I A L

A D V E R T O R I A L

Comparison of Denim Products with LCA

ORTA’S HANDPRINT
MISSION WILL LEAD
CHANGE FOR
THE BETTER

Global warming potential (Climate change)

100%

86%

85%

14%

Abiotic Depletion

100%

80%

79%

13%

85%

13%

Eutrophication (Water pollution)

100%

77%

74%

63%

42%

Land use

100%

58%

57%

45%

39%

Water Use

100%
Conventional cotton
+ Conventional
dyeing

The denim mill blends art, technology and
sustainability to help bring about a more
responsible future.

Cy
c le

A ss es m e n t

most advanced processes that yield superior quality
fibers, recollect and re-life significantly reduce water usage and conserve energy. Our sustainability
platform, Orta Blu, was founded in 2010 to lead
manufacturers to step up and reclaim a denim industry where more ethics lead to better aesthetics.
Orta Blu is in everything we do, at the intersection
of where people, planet and purpose matter.
Today sustainability is "business as usual." At
Orta, we have a three-pillar sustainability model:
Product, Process and Purpose. Product is the area
where we manage our fibers and innovative sustainable processes. In Process, we carefully examine energy, chemicals, emissions, water, waste, and
stakeholder engagement. And Purpose is where we
define social missions and labor. The sustainability
model is evolving every day.

L

ife

0

RTA HAS ALWAYS been on the forefront of sustainable change. With an
assertive mission on sustainability, Orta
celebrated its 65th anniversary last year.
The celebration was of the future and
change for the better with our "handprint" mission.
While our footprint is what we take from the
planet when we consume, our handprint is what
we give the planet back when we create change
for better.
At Orta, our aim is to create a more robust denim ecosystem where art meets technology meets
sustainability for infinite possibilities in denim today and tomorrow.
ORTA started its sustainability journey at the
beginning of 2000 by using organic cotton. Our
technologists and developers have perfected the

PRODUCT

PURPOSE
PROCESS

Orta Sustainability Model from CSR Report
Toward a brighter future

At Orta, we have been taking many steps toward
creating a more sustainable and responsible future.
Starting with our SS '19 collection and moving forward, every fabric is produced using Indigo
Flow, which is proprietary to Orta. Indigo Flow, the
clean label process that can result in water savings
of up to 70 percent, is our standard dyeing process.
Orta offers a wide range of eco-friendly concepts. Zero Max and Light Force are the latest developments. Zero Max is the ultimate sustainability

83%
Organic cotton
+ Conventional
dyeing

co-op in the denim industry, where denim fabrics
with no virgin cotton is coupled with conscious
luxury and sophisticated structure.
Zero Max is soft for you and soft hearted for the
planet by not using cotton, which contributes to environmental pollution through excessive use of water, pesticides and chemicals in its production.
Light Force, developed by Orta Lab, delivers
fabrics with enhanced response characteristics for
laser finishing. The Light Force denim fabrics allow relatively fast color change in response to laser,
color changes in hue from indigo blue to white,
many gray scale levels, and maintains strength and
stretch properties.
Transparency, commitment and trustworthiness
are the key elements of Orta’s philosophy and our
main goal is making 100 percent transparent production, not only in the supply chain, but in all stages of the life cycle. That is why we embedded Life
Cycle Assessment (LCA) methodology into our
sustainability model between Product and Process.
LCA is a tool used to quantify the environmental
performance of a product taking the complete life
cycle into account (from raw material production to
transport, fabric production, garment manufactur-

82%
Organic cotton +
INDIGO FLOW
dyeing

65%

4%

Organic cotton +
20% Recycled cotton +
INDIGO FLOW dyeing

ing, consumer use and final disposal).
The tool, with the aid of software, helps us collect, analyze and monitor the sustainability performance as a source of information. And as of our FW
'19/20 collection, we labeled every Orta fabric with a
unique QR code that provides full transparency into
the making of the fabric. This is our way of quantifying transparency in order to communicate the
sustainability journey of our products to consumer.
In our LCA studies, we assess five environmen-

“While our footprint
is what we take from
the planet when we
consume, our handprint is what we give
back when we create
change for better.”

ZEROMAX +
INDIGO FLOW

tal impacts that are selected by scanning numerous
LCA studies on textiles from academy and industry.
These KPIs are global warming potential, eutrophication, land use, abiotic depletion and water use.
We use LCA to define the hotspots in our products’
life cycle that can be improved upon with innovative solutions and as a supporting tool for our Product Development and R&D studies on designing
for sustainability. The independently verified and
registered Environmental Product Declaration
(EPD) document of our LCA study can be found
on The International EPD® System website at
www.environdec.com/Detail/?Epd=13965.

Orta's QR code offers insight
into how its fabrics are made.

visit: www.ortablu.org
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When it comes to
cotton pricing, more
change and uncertainty
lies ahead.
wor ds _____ JON DEV I N E

EVEN BEFORE it started, 2018
was expected to be a year of
transition for the global cotton
market. However, as the year
unfolded, it brought a series
of changes that could not have
been foreseen. These developments defined the direction
of cotton prices over the past
year and promise to shape their
trajectory into the future.
The global cotton market
tends to be dominated by certain supply and demand factors
for periods lasting several
years. Since the spike in 20102011, Chinese government
policies have heavily influenced
the market in different ways.
In the three years immediately following the spike, the

China grows a
lot of cotton, but
Chinese mills use
much more than
what's produced.

Chinese government bought
the vast majority of the Chinese
cotton crop with the purpose of
supporting its cotton growers
and building up its reserve
supply. With virtually all of the
Chinese crop moving into Chinese government warehouses,
this time period was characterized by strong Chinese import
demand, and this supported
prices internationally.
Given the volume of
cotton that was accumulated
by the Chinese government, reforms were announced in 2014.
These reforms emphasized the
use of domestic supply, both
from Chinese fields and from
accumulated reserves. A key
feature of these reforms was
import quotas that restricted
Chinese mills’ access to the
international market. Correspondingly, Chinese imports
collapsed, dropping from the
levels over 20 million bales
experienced between 20112012 and 2013-2014, to levels
near five million bales (see
graph). Since China has been
the world’s largest importer in
recent decades, this represented a significant decrease
in global trade volume and was
a factor bringing prices lower
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during this time period.
In the years since
reforms were enacted, Chinese
government stocks have fallen
to levels that have made it
look like China will need to
increase its imports in an
important way relatively soon.
Beyond lower reserve stocks,
the factor expected to drive
China’s import demand is its
persistent production deficit.
China grows a lot of cotton,
but Chinese mills use much
more than what’s produced.
Before the series of recent

interventions by the Chinese
government, the size of China’s
production deficit served as a
predictor for Chinese imports.
The current difference between
the two is near 15 million bales
(for context, this is a little less
than what the U.S. grew in
2018). Stabilization of Chinese
reserves means imports will
need to equal the production
deficit. With Chinese imports
in recent years near five million
bales, this implies a tripling of
Chinese imports at some point
in the near future.
This was the major
change foreseen for the cotton
market in 2018. Those expec-

tations, along with fears about
the weather’s effects on the
Chinese harvest, pushed cotton
prices in May and June to
values 25 percent higher than
they were in January.
Since then, other less
predictable factors have
emerged as market moving
influences. These influences
have weighed on prices and
brought them back to levels
slightly below those early in the
year last year.
One unforeseen
factor was the imposition of a
25-percentage point increase
in tariff rates applied to U.S.
fiber exports to China. There
are global implications to the
rise in duties because the U.S.
is the world’s largest exporter,
representing nearly 40 percent
of global exports in recent
years. In addition, the U.S. has
also been the largest supplier of
cotton to China, accounting for
nearly half of Chinese imports
in the 12 months before the
rates were increased.
Compounding the
negative effects of the tariffs
on price has been a downshift
in expectations for the global
economy. Relative to the forecasts released in the spring,
projections from the International Monetary Fund (IMF),
fell from those calling for the
strongest rates of global growth
since the immediate wake of
the financial crisis, to those
slightly below the average since
2012. Slower GDP growth is
associated with slower apparel
demand, and therefore slower
demand for cotton fiber.

China Cotton Bale
Import by year
2011-2012: 20 MILLION

2013 - 2014: 5 MILLION BALES

A mitigating factor
against these downward
influences on cotton prices
has been the weather. Due to
drought in West Texas, a series
of hurricanes and generally cool
and rainy conditions throughout the fall, the U.S. crop is
much smaller than it would
have been otherwise. Estimates
for the Indian harvest have also
fallen due to a lack of rain and
pest-related issues. Smaller
crops from two of the world’s
largest growers has meant less

cotton competing for buyers.
Early projections for
the 2019 season are starting
to surface, and preliminary
numbers suggest there could
potentially be a lot more cotton
competing for buyers after this
year’s harvest.
With prices for other
crops—notably corn and soybeans—holding to low levels,
cotton is a more profitable option for many growers around
the world. This has been the
case for the past several years,
and is expected to result in
another slight increase in global
acreage. Paired with assumptions of more favorable growing
conditions, preliminary forecasts suggest a record world
harvest could be forthcoming.
The possibility of a
record harvest makes questions
on the demand side more important. If economic conditions
sour further and result in reces-
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sions in major apparel consuming countries, a big cotton crop
could result in excess supply
and push prices lower.
Trade is another major
source of uncertainty. As
developments in 2018 proved,
it is difficult to predict where
negotiations could lead. Nonetheless, the escalation throughout the summer and early fall
appears to have been replaced
with more conciliatory tones.
Although none of the major tariff increases have been reversed
yet, the current environment
makes it look like further rounds
of increases, such as threat by
the U.S. to increase tariffs on the
remainder of goods imported

from China (including apparel),
may be less likely.
Tariff-related questions
and their interaction with
the expected rise in Chinese
imports will be central to price
direction in 2019. The outlook
calling for a large global crop,
when combined with weakening economic conditions could
result in the buildup of supply.
China, if it increases imports
to a level near its production
deficit, has the potential to absorb the excess. Whether or not
that happens could be expected
to determine whether prices
decrease or are supported.
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GLOBAL TRADE troubles aside,
the world is showing no signs
of waning denim demand. U.S.
denim imports showed big
increases for 2018, according
to data released by the Office of
Textiles and Apparel (OTEXA).
Total imports of denim
apparel in the 11 months
ended Nov. 30, 2018 rose by 7.6
percent, to nearly $3.6 billion,
compared to the same period in

2017. Units rose by 3.2 percent
to $449 million, driving up the
average cost of an imported
denim garment by 4.2 percent,
to $7.98.
For the January through
November 2018 period, China
kept its position as the number
one source of U.S. denim
apparel despite losing 1.5 percentage points of import share
compared to the same period in

Jeans in demand
Jeans represent nearly all
denim imports, at 98 percent
of the year-to-date total. Men’s

U.S. Denim Apparel Import
Shares Shifts by Top Country FY 2018 vs. 2017
VIET NAM
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wor ds _____ JUDI T H RUS S EL L

2017—the most of any trading
partner—leaving it with 24.3
percent of the total.
The No. 2 trading partner,
Mexico, lost 0.9 percentage
points of share, ending November with 21.1 percent of the
year-to-date total. Vietnam
gained the most share of any
trading partner, picking up 2
percentage points of share, to
7.7 percent of the total. Most of
Vietnam’s growth was in women’s jeans. Bangladesh gained
0.6 percentage points of U.S
denim market share. Cambodia
and Pakistan also gained, while
Egypt and Indonesia lost.

B A N GL A DESH

Vietnam captures
significant share of
growing U.S. jeanswear
market.

6. 3%

3. 9%

M EXIC O

84

7. 7%

C H IN A

US JEANSWEAR
IMPORTS DIVERSIF Y

and boys’ jeans account for the
largest segment, at 51 percent
of the total denim imports on a
dollar basis. The women’s and
girls’ segment grew its share of
total denim slightly to nearly 47
percent of the total. The average unit cost of a pair of jeans
increased by 4.3 percent, with
the increase in men’s slightly
ahead of that of women’s.
Denim jackets, skirts,
dresses and other garments
represent less than 3 percent
of total denim imports, but
increased slightly in the past
year as skirts and other nonjean denim pieces have shown
up in many lifestyle fashion
collections. Through November, imports of non-jean denim
increased by 40 percent, but
remain an extremely small portion of overall denim imports.
Men’s and boys’ jean
imports rose by 5.8 percent
in the period, while women’s
increased by 8.3 percent. Men’s
and boys’ jeans enjoyed a 1
percent rise in units brought in,
while women’s units of denim
apparel bound for the U.S.
increased by 4 percent.
China has exported a total
of $872 million in denim to the
U.S. so far this year, up 1.4 percent from the prior year period.
Unit imports from China fell by
almost 5 percent, resulting in
an average cost per garment increase of 6.5 percent, to $7.91.
Men’s jeans from China fell by
12 percent, compared to a 4
percent drop in women’s jeans.
U.S. brands imported $758
million worth of denim apparel
from Mexico in the 11 months
ended November 2018, 3.1
percent more than in the same
period in 2017. Total units from
Mexico fell by 3 percent, to 106
million, driving up the average
cost per pair to $8.86, or 6.2

Denim Apparel Imports
By Country
YTD NOV 2018

21. 1%
24.3%

percent higher than the prior
year. Men’s jeans comprised 87
percent of U.S. denim imports
from Mexico.
Imports from Bangladesh,
the U.S.’s third-largest source
of denim apparel, increased by
12.3 percent to $536 million,
with most of the gains in women’s. Total units imported were
up by 3 percent. Units from
Vietnam rose by 34.4 percent.
The average cost of a pair of
jeans from Bangladesh jumped
by 8.5 percent to $6.36. The
cost per unit from Nicaragua

was the lowest of any top 10
denim trading partner, at $6.20.
The biggest percentage increase in denim was enjoyed by
Vietnam, whose denim exports
to the U.S. rose by 44.5 percent,
to $277 billion. The average
unit cost increased by 7.5 percent to $8.62, 9 percent higher
than that of China. Egypt, the
fifth largest source of U.S. denim imports, saw its shipments
of denim to the U.S. increase
by only 1.7 percent, while units
dropped by 1.3 percent.
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7.6%
Increase of total imports
of denim apparel in 11
months ending Nov. 30
2018
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THE NEW MINIMUM
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Depending on where
you’re sourcing your
denim, rising labor rates
could send your costs up.
wor ds _____ TA R A DON A L DS ON

APPAREL SOURCING won’t
catch a break in the coming year
where costs are concerned—
and denim could get pricier as
a result.
As companies look to
scale back on China sourcing
to mitigate the impacts of the
U.S.-China trade war, plus the

Vietnam
Vietnam, perhaps the biggest
beneficiary of the U.S.-China
trade fallout, saw its minimum
wage increase for 2019, adding
costs for companies looking to
move out of China.
Though lower than
its last 6.5 percent increase,
Vietnam’s National Wage
Council proposed raising the
minimum wage by 5.3 percent
this year, hiking the pay rate in
four regions by $7-$9 a month.
In January, monthly minimum
wages increased—depending
on the cost of living in each
region—to between 2.92 million
Vietnamese dong ($125) to
$4.18 million dong ($180).

Mexico

higher tariffs and costs of uncertainty that have come with
it, they’ll also be grappling with
higher costs in the alternative
sourcing countries they’re
looking to.
Here’s a look at wage
rates that have risen this year
and what some mills are saying
about the impact.

While the industry has gotten
over one would-be hurdle with
Mexico related to the recently
settled United States Mexico
Canada Agreement, now it will
have to contend with higher
sourcing costs in 2019.
Mexico's wage commission said in mid-December that
it will raise the minimum wage
in the country by 16 percent
to roughly $5 a day—and the
hikes will continue in line with
inflation, according to Reuters.
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It’s a 71 cent per day increase
and the largest percentage pay
raise Mexico has seen since
1996. The new rate is 102.68
pesos ($5.12) a day, which
works out to roughly $122 a
month based on a six-day work
week. In regions closest to the
U.S., the daily rate is 176.72
pesos ($8.81).
So far, however, the increase isn’t impacting Mexico’s
Global Denim. “For the moment
the 16 percent wage increase
in Mexico was only determined
for the Northern states close
to the U.S. border,” said Anatt
Finkler, head of design and creative director for Global Denim.
“We don’t think it will affect
the overall total cost of either
production or final garment,
because we think this increase
will not take place in the other
Mexico regions.”

Honduras
By 2023, the minimum wage in
Honduras will have increased
by 38.5 percent.
In a November announcement, the Honduran
Maquila Association, which
represents apparel manufacturers in the country, said the
minimum wage would increase
by 8 percent in 2019, 7.5 percent for each of the following
three years through 2022, and
in 2023 the wage will go up by
another 8 percent. According
to AHM, the current monthly
minimum wage for garment
workers in Honduras is $446.

Bangladesh
Since 2013, the monthly mini-

mum wage rate in Bangladesh
has been 5,300 taka ($63),
but as per an agreement made
in September the rate was
supposed to rise to 8,000 taka
($95) in December. The new
wage took effect in January.
Before the new rate took
effect, as many as 50 factories
shuttering amid worker strikes
protesting the delay. Since
then, labor rights groups have
complained of large numbers
of workers losing their jobs for
little to no reason.
The new wage rate
marks a 51 percent increase in
labor costs for Bangladesh. And
with that increase, according
to Mostafiz Uddin, managing
director of Bangladesh’s Denim
Expert Ltd., the minimum wage
for apparel workers in the country has increased 381 percent
in the last eight years.
“The minimum wage
increase would obviously pose
a challenge to factories and
their competitiveness, especially the smaller ones who
are already going through a
turbulent time making massive
investments for workplace
safety remediation,” Uddin
said. “So factories are already

381%
Bangladesh
monthly minimum
wage increse
in eight years

Minimum wage per
month by country
VIETNAM

$

$

(FTTH) and the Tunisian General Labor Union (UGTT), reached
an agreement to raise minimum
wages 6.5 percent in 2019. In
2020, the wage rate will go up
by another 6.5 percent.
The most recent reports
on the country's monthly minimum wage, according to Minimum-Wage.org, peg the rate
ranging from 290 dinars ($96)
340 Tunisian dinars ($112), so
the new increase should take
the rate up to between $102
and $120 a month.
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struggling to stay competitive.”
For Denim Expert, however, the impact may be less
severe. “Denim Export follows
a different business model than
a regular apparel factory in
Bangladesh,” Uddin said.
The company handles
everything from design to shipment. Therefore, it has a stake
in setting prices for its goods.
“We are not a typical
price-taker. Yes, we have to
compete with others, but our
vision is not to make quick margins, rather to create a better
ecosystem for all and sustain.
So we work on efficiency, innovation, technology, resources
efficiency and industrial relations,” Uddin said. “No doubt
that it will be challenging for us,

but we hope with the support of
workers and buyers we will be
able to address it.”

change” is still required, according to the report.

Cambodia

As of April 2018, the minimum
wage in Myanmar went up 33
percent to 4,800 kyat ($3) a day.
Previously, the wage rate hadn’t
been raised since 2013. The
new pay came in lower than the
55 percent increase to 5,500
kyat ($3.47) daily rate that
workers had been seeking as it
still doesn’t make a living wage.
With the already-inplace increase, workers in
Myanmar are earning roughly
$73 a month.

In October, garment workers
in Cambodia got a 7 percent
increase to their minimum
monthly pay, taking the rate up
$12 to $182.
The increase is smaller
than the 11 percent increase
in Oct. 2017, which came following months of labor unrest
in the country. However, a new
International Labour Organization report said conditions
in Cambodia’s garment and
footwear sector have improved,
with areas like child labor and
payment of wages showing
progress, though “sustainable

Myanmar

Tunisia
In October, the Tunisian Federation of Textiles and Clothing
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For those looking to Africa for
their sourcing needs, labor
rates in Lesotho, in particular,
have gotten more costly.
In August, following
months of negotiations, the
monthly minimum wage in
the southern African country
increased 62 percent to $138
a month, from $85 before the
hike. The increased amount
came as the result of pushback
from workers and unions after
the country’s Ministry of Labor
had earlier suggest just a 7
percent increase, which unions
deemed insufficient to accommodate inflation.

South Africa
Wages in South Africa will rise
again in 2019. Last August saw
the Southern African Clothing
and Textile Workers’ Union
(SACTWU) settle its wage negotiations for the year, agreeing
on a 7.75 percent increase that
was retroactive to July 1, 2018.
Around the same time
this year, the rate is expected to increase another 7.5
percent to 20 South African
rand ($1.39) an hour, which
amounts to a monthly wage
rate of 3,900 ($271) based on a
9-hour work day.
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"W H EN YOU LOV E W H AT YO U DO, YO U LO O K AT T HE P O S I T I V E S I DE .
IT TAK ES A LOT TO B U IL D A BR A ND, ES P ECI A LLY W I TH THE R ETA I L CLI MATE
TO DAY, AN D YOU M U ST A LWAYS B E LI EV E I N TO M O R R OW.
I D O B EL IEV E T H AT TO M O R R OW I S GO I NG TO B E V E RY GO O D. "
—RO BI N C H R ÉT I E N

I LL US TR ATI O N : B EN K I RC H N ER - H EART AG EN C Y
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